Designing Meaningful Online Assessment

Tip Sheet 8: Gathering Assessment Evidence Through
Learning Launches
Challenges and Opportunities of Gathering Assessment Evidence Through
Online Observations and Conversations

Just as in face-to-face classrooms, online observations and conversations are an essential
element of effective assessment to both guide student learning and to arrive at a valid and
reliable grade when evaluating their learning. In fact, online learning may help ensure
greater equity in this regard, as shy or quiet students are often not overwhelmed by more
vocal students in online learning environments. At the same time, extracting useful evidence
of learning from lengthy threaded discussions can be onerous and time consuming for
teachers.
A Learning Launch is a structure that can help to ensure timely and manageable feedback
as well as gathering useful evidence through observation and conversation.
Learning Launches
What is it? A Learning Launch is a quick and easy way to gather diagnostic information at
the beginning of a learning block and to monitor how new learning is being used by students
to build their response. Learning Launches are distinct from “hooks” or “minds on” activities
in that they initiate thinking around a provocative idea or issue and yield important diagnostic
insights. Learning Launches also simultaneously serve as an instructional strategy.
Consider the challenge that students will grapple with later in the learning journey or
throughout the learning journey (e.g. unit task or final exam question) and simply pose that
challenge at the beginning of the learning. Let students know that there is no expectation
that they will have a rich or complete response nor that they will have the background
knowledge to necessarily make an informed decision. Remind them that you are asking for
their initial thinking and you fully expect it to grow and change.
A learning launch can take various forms. For example, Confidence Meter, Dashboard,
Ranking Ladder, Thermometer, and Pie Graph can all be used as a learning launch. (See
Sample Learning Launches document for these examples.)
How might this be helpful for assessment? Initiating learning through effective Learning
Launches allows students to offer an initial thought or response to an interesting challenge.
As student learning progresses, they are regularly invited to affirm their initial thinking, revise
based on new learning and new insights, or to extend their thinking as their understanding
deepens. By doing so students learn how to self-monitor and assess their work and how to
make meaningful connections.
How can this be adapted for online learning? When posting a challenge that will frame
students’ learning around curriculum content, consider inviting students to respond at the
beginning of the learning. They could do this in a collaborative document or a threaded
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discussion. Invite them to share their initial thinking and perhaps comment on which of their
classmate’s ideas resonate with them and why.
By inviting students to make their initial thinking visible online before they examine additional
content, teachers can identify strengths in students' ability to activate prior knowledge and
make connections. They can also use information about students’ strengths and needs to
make decisions about grouping students for further learning, differentiating questions for
students to grapple with, or providing extra online support where necessary.

For more tip sheets and additional resources
to support student learning online go to

tc2.ca/online/
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